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ECS 1501  

May / June 2016 Exam Recommended Answers 
1. 2, economics is a social science 

2. 4, D is inside the PPC, thus it is inefficient. Some resources are not being employed / used of 

used inefficiently. 

3. 3, new material improves the production technique, thus the x-intercept of the PPC shifts to 

the right. 

4. 1, B lies on PPC2, thus it is an attainable and efficient point and A lies outside PPC2, thus it is 

unattainable. 

5. 2, a normative statement is based on opinions. 

6. 4, all mechanisms that are used to solve the central economic questions.  

7. 3, under a command system, central planner(s) have to decide what, how and for whom to 

produce. 

8. 3, one of the requirements for a market to exist is that the buyer(s) must have the means to 

purchase the good or service. 

9. 2 

 

 

 

 

10. 3 

11. 1 

12. 1 

13. 4 

14. 2 

15. 4 

16. 1, when the price of margarine increases, the quantity demanded of margarine decreases and 

the demand for butter increases, because butter and margarine are substitutes. 

17. 2 

18. 3 

19. 1, at the original price, the quantity supplies is greater than the quantity demanded, thus there 

will be an excess supply / market surplus at the original price. 

20. 2, The difference between the price producers actually receive and the lowest price at which 

they are willing to supply a product is known as the producer surplus. 

21. 3, Equilibrium condition: quantity demanded = quantity supplied 

100 – 3P = 50 + 2P 

50 = 5P 

P = 10 → Q = 100 – 3(10) = 70 
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22. 1 

23. 3, when supply increases, the supply curve shifts to the right. As a result the equilibrium price 

of bananas decreases and the equilibrium quantity increases. 

24. 1 

 

25. 4, when the price of B increases, the quantity demanded of B decreases. Thus the demand for 

A will increase, because A and B are substitutes. 

26. 2, a minimum price set above the equilibrium price will result in a market surplus. 

27. 1, the prices of agricultural products are more unstable than that of manufacturing products.  

28. 2 

29. 4, If the elasticity coefficient is calculated by comparing two points on the demand curve, it 

is called the arc elasticity. If the elasticity coefficient is calculated at a particular point on 

the demand curve, it is called the point elasticity. 

30. 1 

31. 2 

𝐸𝑑 =  
%∆𝑄𝑑

%∆𝑃
 = 

{
Q2 – Q1

[(0.5)(Q1 +Q2)]
}×100

{
P2 – P1

[(0.5)(P1 +P2)]
}×100

=
{

1200 – 1500

[(0.5)(1500+1200)]
}×100

5%
= −4.44 → 4.44 (ignore negative sign) 

32. 2 

33. 3 

34. 4, taste differ 

35. 3 

36. 3 

37. 1, MUx/Px = MUy/Py 

38. 1 

Units (kg) TUA MUA/PA TUB MUB/PB TUO MUO/PO 

1 120 120/10 = 12 64 64/10 = 6.4 100 100/10 = 10 

2 188 68/10 = 6.8 94 30/10 = 3 144 44/10 = 4.4 

3 226 38/10 = 3.8 119 25/10 = 2.5 180 36/10 = 3.6 

4 256 30/10 = 3 134 15/10 = 1.5 210 30/10 = 3 

5 280 24/10 = 2.4 144 10/10 = 1 234 24/10 = 2.4 
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When MUA/PA = MUB/PB = MUO/PO = 3, John buys 4kg apples, 2kg bananas and 4kg oranges. This is 

an affordable combination, because he has R100 to spend on these 3 products and the cost of this 

combination is 4(10) + 2(10) + 4(10) = R100. 

39. 4, because 256 + 94 + 210 = 560 

40. 2, MUA/PA = MUB/PB → multiply PA/MUB on both sides → MUA/ MUB = PA/ PB 

41. 3, the MU of the 4th unit is smaller than the MU of the 3rd unit. 

Q TU MU 

1 5 5 

2 16 11 

3 40 24 

4 60 20 

5 65 5 

42. 2 

43. 2, econ cost = explicit cost + implicit cost → econ cost – explicit cost = implicit cost 

44. 4 

Q TR AR MR 

1 10 10/1 = 10 10 

2 15*2 = 30 15 30 – 10 = 20 

3 30 + 6 = 36 36/3 = 12 6 

4 10*4 = 40 10 40 – 36 = 4 

5 42.5 42.5/5 = 8.5 42.5 – 40 = 2.5 

6 42.5 + 2.5 = 45 45/6 = 7.5 2.5 

45. 3 

46. 1 

47. 2 

48. 4, MP = ∆TP/∆N = (75 – 50) / (3 – 2) = 25 

49. 4 

N TP AP MP 

1 20 20/1 = 20 20 

2 45 45/2 = 22.5 45 – 20 = 25 

3 66 66/3 = 22 66 – 45 = 21 

4 21*4 = 84 21 84 – 66 = 18 

5 100 100/5 = 20 100 – 84 = 16 

6 100 + 14 = 114 114/6 = 19 14 

50. 3 

51. 3 

52. 2, MC = ∆TC/∆Q = (1000 – 700)/(80 – 30) = 300/50 = R6 

53. 3, TVC = TC – TFC = 700 – 400 = 300 → AVC = TVC/Q = 300/30 = 10 

54. 4, TFC is constant for all output levels in the short run, thus AFC decreases as output 

increases. 

55. 2, each firm should be a price taker, thus no power to set its own price. 

56. 3 

57. 2 

58. 1, MR = P = R20 < R25 → MR < MC. Thus the firm should produce less. 
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59. 2, free entry / no barriers to entry → new firms enter the market when firms make economic 

profit → market supply curve shifts to the right → price decreases → economic profit drops 

to zero in the long run. 

60. 2, because firms in perfect competition have perfectly elastic demand curves (all firms are 

price takers). 

61. 1 

Q TFC TVC TC AC MC 

0 48 0 48   

1 48 80 – 48 = 32 48 + 32 = 80 80/1 = 80 32 

2 48 100 48+100 = 148 148/2 = 74 148 – 80 = 68 

3 48 216-48=168 216 216/3 = 72 216-148 = 68 

4 48 320-48=272 216+104=320 320/4 = 80 104 

5 48 440–48 = 392 88*5 = 440 88 440–320 =120 

6 48 564 48+564=612 612/6 = 102 612-440 =172 

62. 5, Profit max rule: MR = MC, MR = P = R120 → 5 units 

63. 4 

64. 1, The rising portion of the firm’s marginal cost curve above the minimum of its average 

VARIABLE cost curve (AVC) at point B is the firm’s supply curve. 

65. 3, firms in perfect competition earn zero economic profit in the long run, but positive normal 

profit. 

66. 1 

67. 4, Demand for labour = MRP = MPP*P. When the price of the output produced by labour 

increases, MRP (demand for labour) will increases and shift to the right. 

68. 4 

69. 1, an increase in the demand for the product will lead to an increase in the price of the 

product. When the price of the output produced by labour increases, MRP (demand for 

labour) will increases and shift to the right. Thus the wage rate and the employment level 

increases. 

70. 3, minimum wage (Wm) is set above the equilibrium wage (We), thus it will lead to an excess 

supply of labour equal to N1 - Nm, because at Wm the quantity of labour demanded (Nm) is 

smaller than the quantity of labour supplied (N1). 

 


